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Mary Riley Collection

The Hudson Berry Chapter of the DAR
was bequeathed the correspondence and
papers of the Ms. Mary Riley, an avid
researcher and genealogist for over 50
years. She was the Registrar for the
Hudson Berry Chapter NSDAR and helped
many ladies and gentlemen join linage
societies. The chapter looked for a suitable
place to house her collection of materials so
that the public could have access to all her
research and found the Drake Library at the
Belton Museum under the direction of Mrs.

Margaret Cole. This vast collection has
now been contributed to the Research

Room.

Ms. Mary Riley was the secretary of the
Gaines Family Association so she had all
the notes and correspondence of that far-
reaching family. She collected original
obituaries and abstracts of various deeds &

wills, early cemetery readings, notes on
various local churches and old newspaper
articles on the town of Anderson and its

people, and there are many composition
books with her handwritten research notes.

It will take a great deal of work cataloging to
make ready for researching. Included in the
collection was an original draft of the book
about the descendants of Hudson Berry,
Revolutionary soldier of Anderson and
Greenville counties and notes on the
families associated with Hudson Berry.

Would anyone like to volunteer to scan
and enter the material into a database?

Your help would be most helpful. If you can
help, please call Carolyn at the Research
Center.

CEMETERY SIGNS APPROVED

Harley Feltman, Cemetery chairman, has
reported on the information that he gathered
for putting signage on approximately forty
abandoned cemeteries in Anderson County.
The state department will print the signs for
$45-$65 per sign. They would be installing
them and then sending the chapter a bill.
The signs would have the name of the
church or family and the established date
and be made of durable material that would

last a minimum of twenty years unless
damaged.

Harley explained that State Representative
Larry Martin had submitted a bill for
fencing, cleanup, and signage for
abandoned cemeteries. It was approved,
however, no money was appropriated due
to the economic woes. So, It has been left
up to others to take up the cause. Carolyn
Cummings noted that Old Pendleton District
has decided on a project similar to this one.

Philip Cheney made a motion to pay for
forty signs. Carolyn Cummings seconded
the motion. After some discussion, Jamey
Wentzky amended the motion to do five
signs at a time up to forty signs. Philip
seconded the motion. The motion carried.
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